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3 FINITE DIFFERENCE AND FINITE VOLUME DISCRETIZATION 3.1. Introduction In this chapter some essentials of finite difference and finite volume discretization of partial differential equations are summarised. For a more complete elementary introduction, see for example Forsythe and Wason (1960) or Mitchell and Griffiths (1980). We will pay special attention to the handling of discontinuous coefficients, because there seem to be no texts giving a comprehensive account of discretization methods for this situation. Discontinuous coefficients arise in important application areas, and require special treatment in the multigrid context. As mentioned in Chapter 1, finite element methods are not discussed in this book.



3.2. An elliptic equation Cartesian tensor notation is used with conventional summation over repeated Greek subscripts (not over Latin subscripts). Greek subscripts stand for dimension indices and have range 1,2, ..., d with d the number of space dimensions. The subscript ,a denotes the partial derivative with respect to xa. The general single second-order elliptic equation can be written as LU



= - (aa,w,a),B+ (bau),a + cu = s in o c I R ~



(3.2.1)



The diffusion tensor aaB is assumed to be symmetric: aa,q = asa. The boundary conditions will be discussed later. Uniform ellipticity is assumed: there exists a constant C > 0 such that



For d = 2 this is equivalent to Equation (3.2.9).
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An elliptic equation



The domain Q The domain Q is taken to be the &dimensional unit cube. This greatly simplifies the construction of the various grids and the transfer operators between them, used in multigrid. In practice, multigrid for finite difference and finite volume discretization can in principle be applied to more general domains, but the description of the method becomes complicated, and general domains will not be discussed here. This is not a serious limitation, because the current main trend in grid generation consists of decomposition of the physical domain in subdomains, each of which is mapped onto a cubic computational domain. In general, such mappings change the coefficients in (3.2.1). As a result, special properties, such as separability or the coefficients being constant, may be lost, but this does not seriously hamper the application of multigrid, because this approach is applicable to (3.2.1) in its general form. This is one of the strengths of multigrid as compared with older methods.



The weak formulation Assume that a is discontinuous along some manifold r C Q,which we will call an interface; then Equation (3.2.1) is called an interface problem. Equation (3.2.1) now has to be interpreted in the weak sense, as follows. From (3.2.1) it follows that



(Lu,U) = (s, u),



V U EH ,



(u, u ) =



1



n



uu dQ



(3.2.3)



where H is a suitable Sobolev space. Define



with np the x~ component of the outward unit normal on the boundary Q . Application of the Gauss divergence theorem gives



(Lu,U ) = U ( U , U ) + b(u, U) + ( C U , U )



aQof



(3.2.5)



The weak formulation of (3.2.1) is Find u E H such that a(u, u ) + b(u, u ) + (cu, u ) = (s, u ) , V u 6



(3.2.6)



For suitable choices of H, H and boundary conditions, existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.2.6) has been established. For more details on the
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Finite diference and finite volume discretization



weak formulation (not needed here), see for example Ciarlet (1978) and Hackbusch (1986). The jump condition



Consider the case with one interface r, which divides Q in two parts Q1 and 0 2 , in each of which u a is ~ continuous. At r, uag(x) is discontinuous. Let indices 1 and 2 denote quantities on I' at the side of 0' and 0', respectively. Application of the Gauss divergence theorem to (3.2.5) gives, if u is smooth enough in 0' and a',



Hence, the solution of (3.2.6), if it is smooth enough in Q' and Q 2 , satisfies (3.2.1) in Q'W, together with the following j u m p condition on the interface r



(3.2.8) This means that where u,s is discontinuous, so is u , ~This . has to be taken into account in constructing discrete approximations. Exercise 3.2.1. Show that in two dimensions Equation (3.2.2) is equivalent to UllU22



- u:2 > 0



(3.2.9)



3.3. A one-dimensional example The basic ideas of finite difference and finite volume discretization taking discontinuities in ups into account will be explained for the following example -(au,1),1= s, X E n = ( 0 , l )



(3.3.1)



Boundary conditions will be given later. Finite difference discretization



A computational grid G c fi is defined by



G = ( ~ € i R : ~ = x j = jj =h0, , 1 , 2 ,...,n, h = l / n )



(3.3.2)



Forward and backward difference operators are defined by



Auj



( ~ / + l - u j ) / h ,V ~ j = ( ~ j - ~ j - l ) / h



(3.3.3)
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A one-dimensional example



A finite difference approximation of (3.3.1) is obtained by replacing d/dx by A or V. A nice symmetric formula is



-;{ v ( ~ A )a(av))uj= + s~, j =



1,2, ..., n - 1



(3.3-4)



where sj = s ( x j ) and uj is the numerical approximation of u ( x j ) . Written out in full, Equation (3.3.4) gives ( -(aj-



1



+ aj)uj- 1 + (Oj- + 20j + aj+ 1)uj - (aj + aj+I)uj+l)/2h2 = sj, j = 1,2, ...,n - 1 1



(3.3.5)



If the boundary condition at x = 0 is u(0) = f (Dirichlet), we eliminate uo from (3.3.5) with uo= f. If the boundary condition is a(O)u,l(O)=f (Neumann), and replace the quantity we write down (3.3.5) for j = O - ( a - ~+ U O ) U - I + (a-I UO)UO by 2f. If the boundary condition is clu,l(O)+ czu(0) = f (Robbins), we again write down (3.3.5) for j = 0, and replace the quantity just mentioned by 2(f- czuo)a(O)/cl. The boundary condition at x = 1 is handled in a similar way.



+



An interface problem In order to show that (3.3.4) can be inaccurate for interface problems, we consider the following example a(x)=E,O 
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